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Abstract
We address the problem of jointly detecting keypoints
and learning descriptors in depth data with challenging
viewpoint changes. Despite great improvements in recent
RGB based local feature learning methods, we show that
these methods cannot be directly transferred to the depth
image modality. These methods also do not utilize the
2.5D information present in depth images. We propose a
framework ViewSynth, designed to jointly learn 3D struc-
ture aware depth image representation, and local features
from that representation. ViewSynth consists of ‘View Syn-
thesis Network’ (VSN), trained to synthesize depth image
views given a depth image representation and query view-
points. ViewSynth framework includes joint learning of key-
points and feature descriptor, paired with our view synthe-
sis loss, which guides the model to propose keypoints ro-
bust to viewpoint changes. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of our formulation on several depth image datasets, where
learned local features using our proposed ViewSynth frame-
work outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in keypoint
matching and camera localization tasks.
1. Introduction
Due to the rapid development of inexpensive commodity
depth sensors in the past decade, learning representations
of depth images have been ubiquitous in many applications
such as robotics, human pose estimation, etc [12, 25, 45].
Depth images have an unique advantage over RGB images
in being invariant to color and illumination changes [12].
This property makes them suitable for many tasks including
1This work was done when Jisan Mahmud and Peri Akiva were interns
and Kuan-Chuan Peng was a staff scientist at Siemens Corporate Technol-
ogy.
Figure 1. Overview of ViewSynth. We learn robust local feature
representation from depth images using keypoint matching loss
and by learning to synthesize depth images from different views
to encourage structure aware depth image representation learning.
depth image to 3D correspondence matching and camera lo-
calization task, especially when high illumination and color
variation are expected [24]. Learning local features from
RGB images either requires real world annotated dataset (in
a supervised learning setting) [11, 27], or synthetic scenes
along with designed realistic textures like [15]. On the other
hand, one can utilize [12] large repositories of easily avail-
able 3D CAD models of objects and scenes, for example the
ModelNet dataset [48], or the Stanford 3D scanning repos-
itory [1] to render depth images from different viewpoints
without requiring any costly data annotation to learn pose
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invariant local features from depth images. [12].
A popular approach for local feature learning has been
generating sparse local features which aims to describe only
relevant parts of the image [12, 22, 23, 26, 27]. This re-
quires first acquiring keypoints in the image [22, 40], and
then using them to generate descriptors for their surround-
ing patches [8, 42]. However, generating keypoints which
are repeatable [30], along with their descriptors, which al-
low correct matching of those keypoints across different
images have proven to be difficult under varying imaging
conditions when only low-level image features are utilized.
Drastic changes in color or illumination trigger inferior re-
sults [32, 51] in keypoint localization and matching, leading
to approaches towards learning deep local representations
[11, 27, 42].
Recent advances in learning local features, for example
the work in [11] from RGB images have seen good perfor-
mance improvement over the previous works on such chal-
lenging cases. They extract dense features from a RGB im-
age, and jointly extract keypoints and descriptors from those
dense features.
Although D2Net [11] achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in keypoint matching task for RGB images, as we
demonstrate in Sec. 4, it’s not directly applicable for learn-
ing viewpoint invariant local features in the challenging
depth image modality. We found D2Net [11] to have a prob-
lem of triplet collapse [47], where descriptors of all key-
points are collapsed onto a single representation during very
early phase of the training process on several depth image
datasets. Another major shortcoming of direct adaptation
of RGB based local feature learning methods [11, 22, 27]
for depth modality is that they are not explicitly designed
to utilize the 2.5D geometric information in the depth data.
Sitzmann et al. [37] learn 3D-structure-aware scene repre-
sentation that encodes both geometry and appearance, and
show its efficacy for various tasks like few-shot reconstruc-
tion, shape and appearance interpolation, novel view syn-
thesis, etc.
Inspired by [37], we propose to learn 3D-structure-aware
depth image representation from depth images, hypothesiz-
ing that it will help generate local features more optimized
for keypoint matching and camera localization. To this end,
we propose View Synthesis Network (VSN): a network that
is designed to generate depth image views given a depth im-
age features and relative pose; and View Synthesis Loss: a
loss function to train VSN. Given a depth image, a dense
feature representation is extracted from it, from which key-
points and descriptors can be jointly estimated. We propose
to use this dense feature representation with a given relative
pose, and synthesize the view from that pose using VSN,
which consists of two sub-networks, Grid Transformation
Encoding Network, which encodes the relative transforma-
tion related parameters as a high-dimensional representa-
tion; and Depthmap Synthesis Network, which synthesizes
the view from the relative viewpoint using the depth image
features and encoded transformation representation.
Additionally, to adapt D2Net [11] for learning local fea-
tures on the depth modality, we propose to use a contrastive
loss [14] for descriptor learning with hardest negative sam-
pling. Unlike the triplet learning formulation, the con-
trastive loss optimizes towards completely viewpoint invari-
ant local feature learning by penalizing any descriptor dif-
ference between a pair of correct keypoint correspondence
which is another desirable quality. Synthesizing views from
unseen viewpoints involves reconstructing surfaces invisi-
ble in the given image. While our contrastive loss formu-
lation optimizes the dense feature extractor to learn a view-
point invariant representation of the scene, we hypothesize
that training VSN will encourage the dense feature extrac-
tor to learn to encode 3D structure aware depth image rep-
resentation. Using the D2Net with contrastive formulation
along with our VSN, we demonstrate that our framework
- ViewSynth, can perform well for local feature learning in
depth modality.
We make the following contributions: (1) To learn a
3D structure aware depth image representation, we pro-
pose View Synthesis Network (VSN) composed of the Grid
Transformation Encoding Network (GTN) and Depthmap
Synthesis Network (DSN), to synthesize depth image views
using a depth image and query pose. (2) We propose View
Synthesis Loss (VSL) to train VSN for learning 3D struc-
ture aware depth image representation.
We validate the effectiveness of our proposed formu-
lation for the depth image to 3D keypoint matching task,
and camera localization task on the the real-world datasets
MSR-7 [34], TUM [39], and CoRBS [46]. Our method
outperforms the state-of-the-art depth image local feature
learning method [12] and D2Net [11] on all datasets with
margins between 21.89% and 52.32% under various view-
point changes and thresholds.
2. Related work
Sparse and dense local feature learning: The intro-
duction of hand-crafted local feature algorithms like SIFT
[22], SURF [4] and ORB [31] signified the importance of
local features in computer vision, as they dramatically out-
performed other existing techniques for describing objects
and images, providing robustness to variance in scale, rota-
tion and pose. While these methods extract local features
from images by looking at the pixel neighborhoods alone,
recent deep-learning based local feature extraction methods
[11, 27, 42] demonstrated more robust local feature detec-
tion by utilizing contextual information from the image.
Recent improvements in local feature learning include
improving keypoint localization [44], orientation estima-
tion [27], and easy to match description generation [35, 42,
43], where the keypoint detection and keypoint description
stages are either learned independently, or learned jointly
[9, 11, 12, 27]. Most existing local feature methods take
a detect-then-describe approach, where keypoints are de-
tected in the first step, and the keypoints are described in the
second step [4, 6, 9, 22, 27, 31, 50]. In contrast, D2Net [11]
proposes a network which shares all parameters between
detection and description, and uses a joint methodology to
concurrently solve both tasks. While we use a detect-and-
describe approach similar to [11], their method does not di-
rectly operate on depth modality (discussed more in 3.2),
and it does not utilize the 3D information available in depth
images. [40] shows that learning 3D keypoints via geomet-
ric reasoning leads to keypoint learning optimized for pose
estimation. Unlike their method of learning keypoints sep-
arately, we jointly learn keypoints and descriptors, while
encouraging 3D geometric structure aware depth represen-
tation learning using our proposed VSN. We adopt [11] to
operate in the depth image modality, and improve keypoint
generation and description by explicitly learning 3D struc-
ture aware scene representation of scenes in the feature ex-
tractor network, using the VSN trained with VSL. Our intu-
ition is that, the better the feature extractor is able to encode
structure aware scene information, the better the local fea-
ture extraction will be able to detect and describe keypoints
that are more accurate to match.
Learning from depth data: The reliance on depth data
in robotics and autonomous driving has seen a surge in re-
cent years. This has led to various works proposing meth-
ods geared towards depth data utilization [2, 3, 12, 13, 17,
21, 41] in domains such as object detection [10, 29], crowd
counting [5], activity recognition [19] etc. Georgakis et al.
[12] learn keypoints and descriptors for pose invariant 3D
matching by using depth images. However, their method
relies on separately trained detector and descriptor, utilizing
the detect-then-describe pipeline. This detect-then-describe
pipeline is shown to under-perform compared to the detect-
and-describe formulation, as studied by D2Net [11]. In
contrast to [12], our method uses the detect-and-describe
pipeline.
Synthesizing novel views: The use of view synthesis
has been largely focused on generating missing information
from given state with known applications in point cloud re-
construction [20], resolution enhancement [38], image in-
painting [28, 49], and image-to-image translation [7, 18].
Many of novel view synthesis methods operate on the RGB
domain and do not utilize depth image geometry, to gener-
ate realistic looking fake structures to generate more train-
ing data [18, 28, 49]. Generation of such fake structures
is unwanted in our framework, and hence we do not use
such adversarial loss formulations. In contrast to previ-
ous works, VSN employs a lightweight view synthesis sub-
network, which takes in the dense features of a depth image
Figure 2. The architecture ViewSynth. Given depth image pair
I(1), I(2), dense features, keypoints, and descriptors are extracted.
Keypoint matching loss supervises keypoint and descriptor learn-
ing. View Synthesis Network trained with View Synthesis Loss syn-
thesizes depth image from I(2)’s view from I(1)’s features.
and a query pose, and synthesizes the normalized view of
the depth image from that query pose. Our main goal is not
to synthesize perfect views from arbitrary viewpoints, but
rather to optimize the feature extraction network to learn
structure aware depth image representation. [52] predicts
an appearance flow to synthesize novel views from an im-
age, geared towards the RGB modality only. They learn
to copy pixel colors from input images to synthesize novel
views. This copying mechanism is impractical for depth
images since intensity of the same point can vary drastically
over different viewpoints. Instead of using MLPs [37] for
encoding scene, we use one convolutional neural network
on the regular 2.5D depth image to encode the depth image
representation. Our VSN is also different in contrast to the
neural rendering process in [37].
3. Methodology
Recent works [11, 12, 27] show that joint keypoint, de-
scriptor learning reaches SOTA performance for keypoint
matching task. We propose a joint keypoint-descriptor
learning framework from depth images: ViewSynth, using
the detect-and-describe formulation, which learns structure
aware depth image representation using view synthesis. The
architecture of ViewSynth is illustrated in Fig. 2, and the
details of its formulation are discussed below.
3.1. Feature descriptor and keypoint detection
We first use a dense feature extractor, VGG-16 [36] up
to the conv 4 3 layer to extracts depth image features,
F ∈ Rh×w×f . Here h, w and c refer to the height,
width and channels of the feature representation respec-
tively. Fi,j ∈ Rf represents the unnormalized representa-
tion of the feature map location (i, j), where i ∈ [1, h] and
j ∈ [1, w]. Applying L2 normalization to this representa-
tion gives us the keypoint descriptor, Di,j = Fi,j/||Fi,j ||2.
To detect keypoints from D, we follow the strategy pro-
posed by D2-Net [11], where a keypoint score is obtained at
each potential keypoint location (i, j) based on the relative
magnitude of feature representation along a spatial neigh-
borhood, and along the channel dimension.
A hard binary scoring mechanism determines the key-
points during testing. During the training phase, a soft
scoring mechanism is used for gradient propagation [11].
For each spatial position in the dense feature map, a soft
keypoint-ness score, S ∈ Rh×w is computed where Si,j in-
dicates a relative score signifying how confident the feature
extraction network is about the correct match-ability of the
pixel at feature location (i, j).
3.2. Keypoint and descriptor learning
We learn the local features by training the network with
pairs of images at each iteration and by penalizing it to learn
correct image to image keypoint correspondences. Given
a pair of [0, 1] normalized depth images (I(1), I(2)), we
first pass them through the dense feature extraction net-
work to obtain F (1) and F (2) respectively. Then we ex-
tract from the dense features: the keypoints with scores
S(1), S(2), and descriptors D(1), D(2) as described above.
A set of ground truth correspondence CGT is created based
on the known 3D distance between the keypoints. For
each ground truth correspondence c = (c1, c2) ∈ CGT
between the images, where c1 is a pixel in I(1) and c2 is
a pixel in I(2), we minimize the positive descriptor dis-
tance, p(c) = ||D(1)c1 −D(2)c2 ||2 to ensure descriptor similar-
ity between correct correspondence. We also maximize the
descriptor distance between incorrect correspondences, or
negative descriptor distance. For this, we choose the most
confounding incorrect correspondence distance from I(1) to
I(2): n1→2(c) = mink||D(1)c1 −D(2)k ||2, where k is a spa-
tial position inD(2), and ||k−c2||2 > τ . τ defines a bound-
ary around each correctly matched keypoint, within which
we do not consider any point as a negative match. Similar to
[11], we use τ = 4px. In similar fashion, we compute the
most confounding incorrect correspondence distance from
I(2) to I(1): n2→1(c).
D2-Net uses a triplet loss formulation to minimize pos-
itive descriptor distances, and maximize negative descrip-
tor distances. Interestingly, we observe that this loss of-
ten led to all descriptors collapsing onto a singular repre-
sentation in earlier phases of training this method on depth
image datasets. We presume that inherent difficulty asso-
ciated with learning pose invariant representation from of-
ten noisy depth data, coupled with high learning rate, and
hard-negative sampling suggested by [11] led to this phe-
nomenon when a triplet loss is used. We propose to use
a contrastive loss to avoid this problem. Contrastive loss
also encourages the network to learn the same descriptors
for some keypoint across all depth images. This is a de-
sirable effect in ViewSynth, since we want the densely ex-
tracted features to encode 3D structure aware representation
for each keypoint in a completely viewpoint invariant fash-
ion. For each keypoint in I(1), the descriptor learning loss
becomes:
E1→2d (c) =
∑
c∈CGT
1
2
p(c)2+
1
2
max(0,m−n1→2(c))2 (1)
The margin m is set to 1.5 for all of our experiments. Simi-
larly, we calculate descriptor loss for each keypoint in I(2):
E2→1d (c). The overall descriptor loss is the summation of
these two terms. For jointly learning keypoints and descrip-
tors, we use the joint learning formulation of [11], which
we refer to as Lc. During training phase, Lc encourages
the network to detect keypoints it can correctly match with
higher confidence, and keypoints the network fails to match
correctly with a lower confidence.
3.3. Learning view synthesis
Inspired by [37, 40], we hypothesize that learning 3D
structure aware depth image representation can assist in
learning local features more suitable for correct matching.
Intuitively, the better the feature extractor is at representing
the depth image in a structure aware fashion, the better it can
identify and describe keypoints more optimized for correct
matching. To this end, we propose the View Synthesis Net-
work (VSN) (Fig. 3): given the dense features of a depth
image, and a pose relative to the image, VSN synthesizes
the view of the depth image from the relative pose.
Depth image from different viewpoints of a scene can
visually capture different surfaces. Imagine two depth cam-
eras are looking at a sofa, one positioned in-front of it, and
one positioned on its right - illustrated as I(1) and I(2) in
Figure 3. Each camera will essentially capture different
surfaces of the sofa. We hypothesize that VSN can cor-
rectly synthesize the view from I(2)’s viewpoint by observ-
ing the features of I(1) and the relative pose parameters,
only if the depth image features of I(1) is capable of en-
coding 3D structure aware information. In each iteration of
the training, we utilize a depth image pair, (I(1), I(2)) with
camera parameters C(1) and C(2) respectively to learn view
synthesis. C(j) here embodies the intrinsic and extrinsic pa-
rameters of camera j. Assume, F (1) represents the dense
features for depth image I(1); and M1→2 represents the
ground truth mapping function defining where each pixel
of I(1) maps to in I(2). M1→2 is mathematically defined
on camera parameters C(1) and C(2), and the unnormal-
ized representation of depth image I(2). Note, VSN utilizes
the unnormalized representation of I(2) only to compute the
mapping functionM1→2. VSN never uses I(2) directly, and
instead uses F (1),M1→2, and the camera parameters C(1)
Figure 3. VSN takes in the dense representation F (1) of the depth image I(1) and the parameters related to pixel-wise transformation from
I(1) to I(2), and synthesizes the normalized representation Iˆ(2) from the view of I(2). See subsection 3.3 for details.
and C(2), to synthesize the normalized depth image view
from C(2)’s perspective.
First step of VSN is to warp the dense feature represen-
tation F (1) onto the image space of I(2) using mapping
function M1→2 to obtain warped representation, F 1→2.
Grid Transformation Encoding Network (GTN) then en-
codes I(1) to I(2) transformation related parameters to a
high-dimensional space. Finally, using the encoded trans-
formation parameters and F 1→2, we synthesize the nor-
malized depth image view Iˆ(2) from the view of I(2) us-
ing Depthmap Synthesis Network (DSN). VSN is optimized
using the View Synthesis Loss (VSN) as discussed later.
Grid Transformation Encoding Network (GTN):
Since using the keypoint-descriptor learning loss Lc guides
the dense feature extractor to learn a viewpoint invariant
representation of the depth images, to synthesize the depth-
view from an arbitrary viewpoint, it’s essential to use the
transformation related parameters in the view synthesis pro-
cess as well. The GTN sub-network (Figure 3) is designed
to encode these parameters related to the transformation be-
tween image space of I(1) and I(2). GTN is applied on each
spatial position of the feature representation F 1→2. Input
to this block is the physical transformation related parame-
ters is G1→2 ∈ Rw×h×ft , where (w, h) is the spatial size
of F 1→2, and ft is the number of features along each spa-
tial position. Features along some spatial position (i, j):
G1→2i,j encodes the location of (i, j) in the image space of
I(1). It also encodesM1→2(i, j), which refers to the spatial
position in F 1→2 the pixel gets mapped to, the unnormal-
ized depth image 1, and the camera parameters C(1) and
C(2). These are the physical parameters that define the
pose transformation between I(1) and I(2). Similar to the
viewpoint transformation technique used in [52], we em-
ploy a small fully connected network called GTN to rep-
resent the transformation related physical parameter into a
high dimensional space (in Rft ) for each spatial position of
F 1→2. We use ft = 96 which we obtained empirically.
GTN is composed of two fully connected residual blocks
[16], which are shared among all spatial positions. The out-
put of GTN is T 1→2 ∈ (Rw×h×96), an encoded representa-
tion of the relative transformation from I(1) to I(2) for each
spatial position of the feature map F 1→2.
Depthmap Synthesis Network (DSN): Depthmap Syn-
thesis Network is outlined in Figure 3. DSN is designed
to take as input I(1) to I(2) warped feature representation
F 1→2; and the transformation features, T 1→2, and synthe-
size the normalized depth image view from the second cam-
era’s viewpoint, Iˆ(2). First, global contextual information
of the feature representation F 1→2 is extracted by applying
global average pooling (GAP). The GAP features are then
concatenated with every spatial position F 1→2 and passed
through a 1 × 1 convolutional layer to obtain F 1→2g . Each
spatial position of F 1→2g encodes that spatial position spe-
cific information, which is aware of the global construct of
the scene provided by the GAP features. F 1→2g is then con-
catenated with high dimensional transformation represen-
tation T 1→2 along the channel dimension to obtain F1→2c .
Three residual convolutional blocks then follow to outputs
the synthesized normalized depth image view from the sec-
ond camera’s viewpoint, Iˆ(2). Iˆ(2) is 8 times downsampled
compared to I(2). According to our hypothesis, Iˆ(2) will
closely resemble the ground truth normalized depth image
I(2), only if the input F 1→2 to DSN implicitly encodes the
information about the surfaces invisible in the scene. This is
possible only if F (1) is capable of representing depth image
I(1) in a 3D structure aware fashion. This in turn, allows
Figure 4. Qualitative demonstration ofVSN’s contribution on matching examples on the pairs of images in the TUM test dataset. ViewSynth
shows that learning structure aware depth representation allows robust-to-match keypoint-descriptor learning. Best viewed in color.
the feature extractor network to generate pose invariant lo-
cal features more optimized towards correct correspondence
matching.
View Synthesis Loss (VSL): We train depth image syn-
thesis using the View Synthesis Loss (VSL) loss function.
The formulation trains the synthesized depth image Iˆ(2)
with the ground truth normalized depth image I(2). We ap-
ply a L1 loss function along each pixel in the synthesized
depth image and ground truth depth image to obtain the
view synthesis loss Lv . If P 1→2 refers to the set of pix-
els in Iˆ(2) that correspond to 3D points contained within
the camera view frustum of I(1), but not necessarily visible
in I(1), then the VSL loss is:
Lv =
1
|P 1→2|
∑
i∈P 1→2
||Iˆ(2)i − I ′(2)i ||L1 (2)
I ′(2) is the 8 times downsampled representation of I(2), and
used as a supervisory signal to train VSN. VSN is used only
during the training time to encourage the initial feature ex-
tractor to learn structure aware scene representation. It is
not required for actual keypoint-descriptor generation dur-
ing the test time.
4. Experimental Evaluation
To validate local feature learning by our proposed
ViewSynth framework, we compare the matching accu-
racy of keypoints against state-of-the-art (SOTA) local fea-
ture extractor [12] from depth images and the SOTA local
feature extractor [11] for RGB images, adapted for depth
modality.
We experiment on the three datasets: RGB-D Dataset
7-Scenes [34], TUM RGBD-SLAM [39], and the CoRBS
dataset [46], each of which is a compilation of tracked se-
quences of real RGB-D camera frames of naturally occur-
ring indoor scenes captured by a RGBD sensors like Kinect.
4.1. Experimental protocol
We follow the same experimental setup as [12] to eval-
uate matching accuracy of keypoints. The training process
takes pairs of depth images and their camera parameters as
input. Training pairs are created by pairing depth images
that are 10 or 30 frames apart, as denoted in the experi-
mentation tables. After the model is trained, the training
images used to create a repository of 3D keypoints with
their descriptors. Each depth image is passed through the
local feature extractor network to extract 50 highest scoring
keypoints and their corresponding descriptors. We then put
the keypoints, the descriptors and their 3D world coordinate
Figure 5. View synthesis output on TUM dataset. The rows repre-
sent input depth image, the ground truth depth image, and the syn-
thesized output for 10/30/50 frames apart validation image pairs.
in the reference 3d keypoints repository R. In the second
step, we apply the model to each depth image of the testing
set, extract 50 highest scoring keypoints, and match them
against the keypoints in R. A match is assumed to be cor-
rect if the 3D world coordinates of the matched keypoints
are within a certain distance to each other.
To evaluate camera localization performance using the
local features, we use an experimental protocol described
in [32]. For this task, we create R from the depth images in
the training dataset as described before. For each image in
the testing set, we extract the keypoints from the local fea-
ture extractor method, match them against the 3D keypoints
in R, and estimate the camera pose using RANSAC based
PnP solver. In accordance to the experimental setup, we
use 50 keypoints for each image during the keypoint repos-
itory creation, and when we pass through each image in the
testing data. This camera localization accuracy is measured
in different position error and orientation error thresholds.
Here, we use the (0.5m, 2°), (1.0m, 5°) and (5.0m, 10°)
thresholds for evaluating accuracy. We show the efficacy
of our method against other baselines in depth image to 3D
keypoint matching accuracy task, and camera localization
accuracy task for different datasets.
4.2. Baseline
We use the current SOTA local feature learning from
RGB images, D2Net [11] with triplet loss formulation as
our baseline local feature learning in depth images. The
original D2Net formulation led to descriptor collapse in ev-
ery experimental setup we established. Hence, we modify
D2Net by removing their hardest negative sampling, and
switching to all negative sampling. We call this modified
D2Net as mD2Net, and use this as our baseline.
property \ dataset MSR-7 [34] TUM [39] CoRBS [46]
# of scenes 7 11 15
# of sequences 18 55 75
sensor type Kinect Kinect Kinect v2
# training/testing images 26K/17K 18K/4K 26K/6K
Table 1. Experimentation datasets and their properties.
MMA0.1m MMA0.25m MMA0.5m
10 30 10 30 10 30
TUM
D2Net Collapsed Collapsed Collapsed
mD2Net 8.72 3.62 20.48 12.60 30.89 21.33
D2NetLc 33.38 23.93 53.19 45.82 68.93 61.25
ViewSynth (ours) 34.75 35.63 59.45 57.39 77.02 73.65
CoRBS
D2Net Collapsed Collapsed Collapsed
mD2Net 17.10 13.93 29.83 28.13 44.61 42.10
D2NetLc 56.73 51.53 71.24 66.65 80.35 75.47
ViewSynth (ours) 67.30 52.69 72.43 69.25 81.76 79.16
MSR7
D2Net Collapsed Collapsed Collapsed
mD2Net 45.69 45.02 61.31 59.55 71.48 69.25
D2NetLc 79.87 80.35 89.84 90.30 93.30 93.41
ViewSynth (ours) 80.10 80.56 89.70 90.72 93.37 94.19
Table 2. Comparison of MMA on TUM, CoRBS, and MSR7
datasets, trained on 10/30-frames-apart setting. Acronyms:
mD2Net: modified D2Net; D2NetLc : D2Net with contrastive loss
formulation; ViewSynth: D2NetLc+ Lv , proposed method.
4.3. Results
Our proposed method ViewSynth is compared against
existing methods on the depthmap to 3D keypoint match-
ing task, and camera localization task. On each dataset,
we report the mean matching accuracy (MMA) obtained
by different methods using the experimental protocol dis-
cussed for each method. The original D2Net [11] method,
which uses the triplet loss formulation with hardest negative
sampling is denoted D2Net in the tables. mD2Net refers to
the D2Net method using all negative triplet sampling. The
ViewSynth method indicates our final proposed method that
learns local features using contrastive loss (D2NetLc ), and
learns view synthesis using view synthesis loss Lv . Note
that for keypoint detection during evaluation, we used the
multi-scale keypoint detection setting [11] for mD2Net and
our ViewSynth method. We use the MSR-7, TUM RGBD-
SLAM, and the CoRBS datasets for evaluation. Tab 1 con-
tains the dataset summaries.
We show the efficacy of our method on all three datasets
in Tab. 2, where we compare different methods of learn-
ing local features in the depth image to 3D keypoint match-
ing task, using MMA as the metric. This table details the
0.5m, 2 1.0m, 5 5.0m, 10
10 30 10 30 10 30
TUM
D2Net Collapsed Collapsed Collapsed
mD2Net 1.18 1.77 4.81 6.51 9.67 12.49
ViewSynth (ours) 7.70 7.58 23.02 16.60 35.49 27.18
CoRBS
D2Net Collapsed Collapsed Collapsed
mD2Net 1.90 4.18 6.85 11.56 13.40 18.51
ViewSynth (ours) 8.19 8.57 23.36 30.29 47.78 50.52
Table 3. Camera localization accuracy (%) on TUM and CoRBS
datasets, with 10/30-frames-apart training setting. For all localiza-
tion correctness thresholds, our proposed method outperforms the
SOTA
comparison of different subset of our method against the
SOTA methods, for 0.1m, 0.25m and 0.5m 3D matching
threshold values. We notice that D2Net consistently faces
descriptor collapse for all datasets and failed to produce any
keypoint. Our method ViewSynth outperforms the baseline
of mD2Net by a significant margin in all cases. This is also
apparent in the qualitative results in Fig. 4, where we no-
tice that local features learned with ViewSynth generates
significantly higher number of correct matches for pairs of
depth images. ViewSynth also comfortably beats [12] in the
MSR-7 dataset for 10-frames-apart training setting. Their
MMA performance for this dataset is taken from [12]. Since
the code for [12] is not publicly available, and ViewSynth
demonstrates far superior accuracy on the reported metric,
we do not evaluate [12] on the other metrics. Some view
synthesis examples can be found at 5.
We see superior local feature learning performance of
ViewSynth on camera localization task as well (Tab. 3).
We notice that local features learned using ViewSynth leads
to most accurate localization compared to the baselines for
CorBS and TUM datasets.
4.4. Ablation
For ablation studies, we study the effectiveness of struc-
ture aware representation learning utilizing VSN by com-
paring ViewSynth against D2NetLc . D2NetLc refers to
D2Net learned only with contrastive loss, and without view
synthesis. Tab. 2 reports the comparison between these
methods on all three datasets. In every case we notice that
ViewSynth achieves superior or on-par MMA compared
to D2NetLc , leading to a state-of-the-art result. This re-
sult strongly supports our hypothesis that learning structure
away depth image representation leads to robust local fea-
ture learning. The effectiveness is especially apparent in the
30-frames-apart training setting, where VSN is more effec-
tive since it learns to synthesize views from larger viewpoint
0.5m, 2 1.0m, 5 5.0m, 10
10 30 10 30 10 30
MSR7
D2Net Collapsed Collapsed Collapsed
mD2Net 15.46 14.11 37.68 34.66 53.98 50.24
D2NetLc 31.52 21.92 66.33 58.25 85.24 82.61
ViewSynth (ours) 34.60 23.83 70.09 57.04 86.67 80.34
Table 4. Camera localization accuracy (%) on MSR7 dataset, with
10/30-frames-apart training setting. For all localization correct-
ness thresholds, our proposed method outperforms the SOTA.
variation. Quantitative measures also supports this, as our
method consistently performs better than D2NetLc in this
setting. In an ablation study on MSR-7 (Tab. 4) for evaluat-
ing camera localization we again see that ViewSynth leads
to more accurate or on par result, asserting our hypothesis.
4.5. Discussion
Quantitative and qualitative evaluations of keypoint
matching and camera localization tasks on different datasets
indicate the superiority of our method. In all cases, we
noticed that original D2Net faced feature collapse during
training, and was unable to generate any keypoint during
the test time. mD2Net bypasses the problem of feature col-
lapse, but performs poorly in the keypoint matching task
since the all negative sampling strategy for learning descrip-
tor does not provide challenging negative descriptor, lead-
ing to very slow learning. Another alternative to all neg-
ative sampling can be semi-hard negative sampling [33].
We did not explore that strategy in this work. We notice
good improvement using the D2NetLc setting, where de-
scriptors are learning using a contrastive loss form formu-
lation and hardest negative sampling. . Our overall pro-
posed method achieves superior result to methods compared
to in the TUM and CoRBS datasets in all training scenarios
and for all thresholds. Our method achieves superior per-
formance in the 30-frames-apart training setting on MSR7
compared to all other methods, and achieves competitive
performance on the 10-frames-apart training setting. Es-
pecially when trained on 30-frames-apart setting, VSN can
utilize higher viewpoint variance in training image pairs to
learn view synthesis more effectively. This is apparent in
across all three datasets, where we see significant improve-
ment over all baselines in the MMA metric. We see the use-
fulness of VSN on the camera localization metric as well
in MSR7 and dataset. All of these results assert the effec-
tiveness of 3D structure aware depth representation learning
using VSN.
5. Conclusion
We show that the state-of-the-art detect-and-describe ap-
proach for keypoint detection and description do not trans-
fer directly for the depth modality. We propose modifica-
tions to the method which make the training stable, along
with an architecture (VSN) and a loss (VSL) which encour-
ages the network to focus on the local features which are
integral and important to synthesize a novel view from a
different viewpoint, allowing the network to learn keypoints
which not only focus on the local information but which are
also important to describe the global scene. We show per-
formance improvements of multiple percentage points over
baselines methods on two datasets, MSR-7 Scenes Dataset
and TUM RGB-D Benchmark Dataset.
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